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Abstract: Nowadays, sophisticated models and approaches are used in the field of Malware classification or detection. Modern trends 

propose the use of black-box kind of models like Deep learning or Neural networks, thus, often, the results are not human-interpretable. In 

this paper we focus on the well-known EMBER dataset with the focus on interpretable models like Decision trees and Decision tables. We 

were able to generate interpretable classification trees, which can serve in conjunction with the concept-learning or as a support for 

ontology creation. 
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1. Introduction 

Traditionally, signature-based algorithms are used in antivirus 

detection schemas. It is a classical detection concept where parts of 

the malware code (signatures) are compared with the records of 

malicious signatures dataset. This classical concept requires a well-

prepared signatures dataset, frequently updated as new variations 

and modifications of malicious codes are manifested every day. No 

malware can be detected if its signature is absent in the dataset. 

Malware can be also modified by its author rendering its signature 

in the dataset useless. In general, we see three main disadvantages 

of this signature-based detection schema. The necessity of up-to-

date signatures dataset (1), detection is based only on signatures 

present in the dataset (2), modification of malware can bypass 

signature-based detection (3). To properly address these issues, we 

can alter an old, strict signatures-based detection schema with more 

detection flexibility. In that, signatures importance is balanced with 

additional information. For instance, features about whether a 

malware is using mutexes, what kinds of memory operations is it 

using and whether it is a DLL type of binary just to name few. 

In the literature, machine learning algorithms are used for 

malware classification (malign or benign code) with features 

extracted from the binary codes. A machine learning algorithm can 

deal with increased number of features and even the results of the 

malware classification can be interpretable. Interpretable results 

may be further used for detection process improvement. 

Interpretability answers why the code is determined to be malign or 

benign by the model. For the scope of this work, we limit our 

attention on the interpretable models because results – set of rules 

may be further used in the detection process improvement (malware 

detection ontology or general tasks in description logics). 

Romeo et al. [1] 2018 used decision trees for interpretable 

results with additional focus on monotonic static features. Kilgallon 

et al. [2] 2017 focused on the analysis of static and dynamic 

features. Beside SVM or neural network (NN) models they used 

also (potentially) interpretable Decision Tree and K-Nearest 

Neighbors models. While the interpretable models have lower 

accuracies, in general, it is not that dramatic if accuracy drops by a 

few percentual points in comparison to SVM or NN. The 

achievement of interpretability is of much greater value here. The 

motivation for us is the work of Švec et al. [3] focused on the 

malware ontology creation with the use of EMBER [4] dataset. 

Before we discuss deeper into the details of our research, we 

provide details on the model we use in this paper. 

2. Decision tree 

Regarding interpretable models, for this paper, we further limit 

our focus on Decision Tree model. More specifically C4.5 (marked 

as J48 in the program Weka) designed by Quinlan [5]. Decision tree 

type model maintains a hierarchic structure out of input features. 

This hierarchic structure (tree) is composed of nodes and leaves 

creating paths. Path begins in the root and ends in a leaf. Starting is 

a feature in the root covering most of the samples, next are nodes, 

each intended for a particular feature and subset of samples. Path is 

ending with the leaves. Leaf defines the class (malware or benign) 

of a particular sample. For instance, in the root, there may be most 

important feature, like whether a given sample is a DLL or 

executable type of binary. If the model is binary (true or false), then 

this feature effectively splits the whole dataset into two parts: DLL-

based and executable-based samples. Similarly other features in 

nodes further split these two parts to several subsets based on the 

sample’s value (true or false) of the feature present in a particular 

node. 

3. Experiment with the EMBER dataset 

In order to evaluate C4.5 Decision Tree model as a tool for the 

interpretable results creation, in this paper an experiment is 

presented on the well-known EMBER datset [4]. EMBER is a 

labeled benchmark dataset for training machine learning models to 

statically detect malicious Windows portable executable files. The 

dataset includes features extracted from 1.1M binary files: 900K 

training samples (300K malicious, 300K benign, 300K unlabeled) 

and 200K test samples (100K malicious, 100K benign). Each 

sample in the dataset consists of a single JSON file describing 

various features of a Portable Executable (PE) file. More details on 

the EMBER datset are given in [4]. For the features used, we follow 

Švec et al. [3] and limit feature space only to its fraction. To select 

features we first ranked them with Information Gain metrics and  

Table 1: Features used for our EMBER dataset experiment sorted by 

Information Gain metrics score. 

Feature 

Name 

Information 

Gain Score 

is_dll 0.159650061 

has_section_high_entropy 0.096905623 

has_debug 0.072046279 

has_write_execute_section 0.062346390 

has_multiple_executable_sections 0.060319408 

has_signature 0.044176818 

sect_rsrc_writable 0.040890224 

sect_pdata_has_CNT_INITIALIZED_DATA 0.040852220 

sect_pdata 0.040719546 

sect_pdata_readable 0.040719546 

has_clr 0.038817536 

has_nonstandard_section_name 0.034415923 

has_nonstandard_mz 0.033341221 

sect_reloc_readable 0.031287958 

sect_reloc 0.031177888 

sect_reloc_has_CNT_INITIALIZED_DATA 0.030850303 

sect_rsrc_has_high_entropy 0.030774806 

has_urls_strings 0.027751663 

sect_nhgxrnnn 0.027391387 

sect_nhgxrnnn_executable 0.027391387 

sect_nhgxrnnn_has_CNT_INITIALIZED_DATA 0.027391387 

sect_nhgxrnnn_has_high_entropy 0.027391387 

sect_nhgxrnnn_has_nonstandard_name 0.027391387 

sect_nhgxrnnn_readable 0.027391387 

sect_nhgxrnnn_writable 0.027391387 
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then used first 25 in descending order. Features used are listed in 

Table 1 along with their values of Information Gain metrics score. 

We use binary representation of the features. For our experiment we 

use WEKA, an open-source implementation of a collection of 

machine learning algorithms [6].  

4. Results and discussion 

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 displays partial trees for benign and malign 

classes respectively. Table 2 lists evaluation measurements. 

 

Fig. 1 Resulting partial tree for benign class samples. Nodes are colored 
according to value of the feature (red for 0 and black for 1) as nodes are not 

placed logically (0 for left and 1 for right direction) but a layout algorithm 

is used to position the nodes. 

 

Fig. 2 Resulting partial tree for malign class samples. 

Table 2: Evaluation measurements of the C4.5 model used. 

 Accuracy Precision Recall 

C4.5 Decision 

Tree 
81.94 79,3 86,3 

Based on the Information Gain (IG) scores and results displayed 

in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we can assume “is_dll” is one of the most 

important features in this experiment as it is placed in the root of 

both malign and benign trees, and it has the highest IG score. Initial 

decision is given with this feature and even if there are cases (not 

displayed in the Fig. 2) where the malign samples have “is_dll” set 

to 1, based on our analysis, it is just a small set of samples (15,156 

in comparison to 109,843 benign samples). On the other hand, 

benign codes are more balanced with “is_dll” values of both values 

0 and 1 (1: 109,843 and 0: 130,080). Regarding another feature 

“has_signature” (digital signature from a trusted signer) we can 

agree with Romeo et al. [1] on that it is difficult for a malware 

author to add a signature to his malware. This can be observed on 

the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.  In Fig 1. we can see that a benign code has 

always its feature of “has_signature” set to 1. Additionally, on the 

Fig. 2 for malware, we see only values of 0. This indicate that there 

is a lower malign samples distribution with “has_signature” set to 1 

(30,923 in comparison to 80,533 benign samples). Another feature 

ranked high in IG metric is “has_section_high_entropy”. When this 

feature is set to 1, a sample (either malign or benign) is using a kind 

of packer (UPX) to obfuscate its internal structure. Without a 

compatible unpacker it is merely impossible to analyze it properly. 

Again, a malware author could strongly benefit from such an 

obfuscated structure. We find that 122,931 malware samples had 

“has_section_high_entropy” set to 1 compared to only 40,935 

benign samples. 

 Using these features, we can construct two example rules for 

benign and malign code samples respectively: 

1)  ● “is_dll” = 1 

● “has_section_high_entropy” = 0 

● “has_clr” = 1 

result is benign (39,548 true positive and 336 false 

positive) 

2)  ● “is_dll” = 0 

● “sect_pdata_has_CNT_INITIALIZED_DATA” = 0 

● “has_write_execute_section” = 1 

● “has_debug” = 0 

● “has_section_high_entropy“ = 1 

● “has_signature” = 0 

● “sect_rsrc_writable” = 0 

● “has_urls_strings” = 0 

● “has_nonstandard_mz” = 1 

result is malign (24,626 true positive and 1,878 false 

positive) 

5. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper we used C4.5 Decision Tree model with EMBER 

dataset for malware classification. Train/test ratio was 80/20. We 

evaluated the model using standard metrics of precision, recall, and 

accuracy (Table 2) and visualized parts of the tree (Fig. 1 and Fig. 

2), that was used for classification (one subtree for benign samples 

and one subtree for malign samples). We successfully demonstrated 

the extraction of two rules from these visualized trees. Rules 

extracted can be further used to extend or modify the existing 

ontology proposed in [3] for the use with description logics 

malware classification algorithms. 

In the future we would like to improve the accuracy of this 

model by replacing current feature selection method of Information 

Gain with other method (ChiSquare [7] or two-criterial CFS [8]). 

Using finer selection of features could result in accuracy 

improvement. 
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